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Abstract. The paper deals with estimating the life cycle cost and the whole life cost of a building.
An original model for estimating the life cycle cost and the whole life cost of a building which allows
the quantification of the increase in costs resulting from the incurred and assessed risk is presented.
The proposed model consists of two basic parts: module I evaluating the impact of identified risk
factors on individual element of the life cycle cost, and module II allowing to assess life cycle cost
including the risk factors selected in module I. In module I the model of fuzzy inference of Mamdani was used. The structure of module II is based on the theory of possibilities and fuzzy sets. The
operation of the model is presented on the example of an office building.
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Introduction
The idea of life cycle cost (LCC) began in the mid-60s of the twentieth century when the
US Department of Defense applied the LCC concept to assess the cost of purchasing and
using armaments systems. In the mid–1980s, attempts were made to adapt this concept to
construction investment (Gluch & Baumann, 2004). The person considered to be the precursor of the life cycle costing techniques is Peter Albert Stone whose publication (Stone, 1967)
concerned the adaptation of the LCC concept but only to the costs associated with the use
and maintenance of the building, namely, to the cost in use. Attempts from the 80s of the
twentieth century to adapt the concept of life cycle cost to all types of costs (including initial
costs and costs of withdrawal) that may occur in the life cycle of a building investment led
to an increase in operating costs, particularly these related to the use of energy during the
operation of a building (Sterner, 2002; Kale, Joshi, & Menon, 2016; Koo, Hong, & Park, 2018).
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Thus life-cycle costing techniques began to develop dynamically (Flanagan & Norman, 1983;
Robinson, 1986; Flanagan, Kendell, Norman, & Robinson, 1987; Bromilow & Pawsay, 1987).
In the 90s of the previous century and at the beginning of the twenty-first century, research into the possibility of implementing non-deterministic methods into life cycle costing.
Life cycle costing models are mostly deterministic ones based on an economic feasibility
study, using a discount account to reflect the change in the value of money over time. Such
models for various construction objects and also considering the various cost groups have
been developed by, among others, Aye, Bamford, Charters, and Robinson (2000); Hasan,
Vuolle, and Siren (2008) or Marszal and Heiselberg (2011); Zavadskas, Antuchevičienė, and
Kapliński (2015a, 2015b). Goh and Yang (2010) as well as Yi and Wen-jie (2009) or Plebankiewicz, Zima, and Wieczorek (2015) developed models using for example an analytical
hierarchical model (AHP).
Life cycle cost have also found their normative approach. ISO 15686-5:2008. “Buildings
and constructed assets. Service life planning. Part 5: Life cycle costing” (International Organization for Standardization [ISO], 2008) include the definitions of life cycle and the so-called
“whole life cycle”. The definitions can be illustrated as in Figure 1.
Life cycle cost constitute an issue which has been around for some time in the sphere of
interest of the European Union. In terms of the provisions of the classical directive (2014/24/
UE), Member States may provide that public contracting authorities cannot use the price
alone as the sole criterion for the award of the contract. With reference to these provisions
and EU requirements, individual countries introduce legislation defining the notion of life
cycle cost of the object of the contract that can be used as the so-called cost criterion which
is to be an alternative to the popular price criterion. These conditions have resulted in an
ever-widening search for methods that accurately determine the costs of the life cycle of a
particular building.
The life cycle cost analysis may be performed with use of simple or complex methods.
Simple methods are applied only in cases of uncomplicated comparisons. Their basic limitation is to involve calculations but excluding the effect of changes in the time value of money
and changes in energy prices. On the other hand, complex methods are based on mathematical economic models which consider changes in the time value of money (discounting).
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An example of a complex method is the analysis of the effectiveness of investments in
their life cycle (LCNPV) based on discounted cash flow with consideration of environmental
impacts. The basic calculation formula is as follows (Plebankiewicz, 2014):
LCNPV =

ESLB

CF

∑ (1 + ri )i ,

(1)

i =0

where: CFi − cash flow in i-th year, ESLB − estimated service life in years, i – subsequent
year, r – discount rate.
Costs incurred in the life cycle of a building are influenced by a number of factors, ones
that are predictable that can be evaluated, as well as ones that are unpredictable. As a result,
to estimate the costs one has to consider the different types and degrees of uncertainty and
risk. The breakdown of risk factors by category, related entity, and life cycle stages with example factors are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Division of risk factors by category and the entity directly related to them for residential buildings and service facilities (source: own study based on Zhi, 1995; N. A. Kartam & S. A. Kartam, 2001;
Wiguna & Scott, 2006; Shevchenko, Ustinovichius, & Andruškevičius, 2008; Ilg, Scope, Muench, &
Guenther, 2017; Oduyemi, Okoroh, & Fajana, 2016; Yuting & Carmichael, 2018)
Risk category

Risk factors

Entity
In

errors in projects
Technological mistakenly recognized ground conditions
Building,
implementation

Financial

Political

Legal

C

P

X

X

X

X

I

failure frequency of construction equipment

X

X

unfavorable weather conditions

X

X

delays in the execution of construction works
use of unsuitable building materials

O

W

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

absence (or delay) of payment for the works
performed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

loss of financial liquidity of the entity

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

rise in prices of building materials

X

X

X

volatility in tax systems

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

volatility in the legislative system

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

instability of economic development

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

wrong design assumptions on environmental
issues
Ecological

D

Life cycle phase

X

X

lack of legislative system on environmental issues

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

variation of state position on environmental
issues

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

difficulty in obtaining permits

X

X

incompatibility with legal acts

X

X

discrepancies in documentation

X

X

Entity: IN – investor, D – designer, C – contractor;
Life cycle phases: P – programming phase, I – implementation ph., O – operation ph., W – withdrawal ph.
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The number of mathematical models estimating life cycle cost in construction, whose authors focused especially on the possibility of risk factors occurrence in the particular phases
of the life cycle, is not that numerous.
These publications include the one of which presents a method of optimizing the life cycle
repair strategy of the element in the life cycle of concrete bridge girders which, when corroding during use, can lead to the failure of the structure (Frangopol, Lin, & Estes, 1997). The
authors link all cost types with the probability of the occurrence of failure (the identified risk
factor) which may or may not be diagnosed during the planned condition checks. The study
of Sobanjo (1999) describes a method based on the fuzzy sets theory which analyses the life
cycle cost of buildings. Using this conceptual approach, the author illustrates how risk can
influence the cost of the project due to the subjective approach of experts to the estimation
of the building life cycle cost. Fuller and Boyles (2000) consider probabilistic techniques that
can prove helpful in risk-related procedures that may be accompanied by heat pump-based
installation systems. The paper by Menassa (2011) depicts way of determining the value of
investment costs related to the modernization of existing buildings with respect to the tenets
of sustainable development. The author takes into account the uncertain events taking place
in the project which are related to the negative impact of the risk on the value of the cycle.
Leśniak and Zima (2018) proposed an approach to estimate the costs of sports field construction using the Case Based Reasoning method. In analysis, they distinguished 16 factors that
affect the cost of a construction project with such sustainable factors as environmental impact
of the building, ecological materials used and the impact of the facility on the surroundings.
Ammar, Zayed, and Mosehli (2012) deal with the evaluation of individual alternatives in
terms of the annual cost index for the different operating periods of the surveyed buildings.
Additionally, for each cost type, the impact of risk on their value is modelled using the fuzzy
sets theory, in particular, the fuzzy net present value (fuzzy NPV).
It is very important that the ISO 15686-5:2008 standard (ISO, 2008) notes in chapter 8
(“Uncertainty and Risks”) there is no common methodology for calculating the life cycle
cost in the construction industry with consideration of the risk factors in the form of a
quantitative risk supplement.
The main aim of this paper is to present the author’s proposal of a model for estimating
the life cycle cost (and the whole life cost) of a building that takes into account the risk in the
form of a quantitative risk supplement which will be one of the possible comparison criteria
for the decision maker (investor) in choosing the best solution for the anticipated construction investment. This model can complement the lack of methodology for calculating the life
cycle cost in the construction industry with consideration of the risk factors about which the
ISO 15686-5:2008 standard (ISO, 2008) mentions.

1. A schema of the life cycle cost estimation model
of a building considering the additive for risk
The proposed model consists of two basic parts: module I evaluating the impact of identified
risk factors on the individual element of life cycle cost, and module II allowing to assess life
cycle cost including the risk factors selected in module I.
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1.1. Module I
The main goal of the proposed fuzzy approach to the risk assessment is to answer the question: is it necessary to consider the impact of the identified risk factor on a given component
of the life cycle cost of a building.
The model of the reasoning mechanism is built on the linguistic description of two distinctive criteria for risk (input variables), that is criterion X1 – probability of a unwanted phenomenon – marked as PR(Uph), input variable x1 and criterion X2 – effect of occurrence of
a unwanted phenomenon – marked as EFF(Uph), input variable x2. The model assumptions
are described in more details in author’s publication (Plebankiewicz & Wieczorek, 2016).
Uncertainty and imprecision attributed to the data that are necessary in the inference
process, takes the form of fuzzy information. Therefore, it was decided to use the theory of
fuzzy sets to create the reasoning mechanism. Due to the small number of input variables and
thus the minimal possible number of reasoning rules, to the construction of the model, the
model of fuzzy inference of Mamdani was used (Mamdani, 1974, 1977). This model consists
of three main processes, ie. fuzzification, inference, and defuzzification.
1.1.1. Fuzzification

Table 2 and Table 3 presents fuzzy interpretations of linguistic values for input variables x1
and x2. They defined families of fuzzy sets L(X) and described the fields of input variables on
universes u1 and u2. Membership functions of fuzzy numbers with triangular and trapezoid
graphs are interpreted as the four-tuple {α1, α2, α3, α4}, which denote the intervals of the
values of 1.0 {α2, α3} or the left or right width of function distribution {α1, α4}.
Table 2. Fuzzy interpretation of the linguistic input variable x1 – PR(Uph)
Aj fuzzy set of linguistic values for PR(Uph)
Very high
Quite high
Average
Quite low
Very low

Vh
Qh
Av
Ql
Vl

Description
of the variable x1
About or above 0.9
About 0.7
About 0.5
About 0.3
About or below 0.1

Fuzzy evaluation
of membership μ(x1)
(0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0)
(0.5, 0.7, 0.7, 0.9)
(0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7)
(0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.5)
(0.0, 0.0, 0.1, 0.3)

Table 3. Fuzzy interpretation of the linguistic input variable x2 – EFF(Uph)
Bj fuzzy set of linguistic
Description
Fuzzy evaluation
Impact on individual costs
values for EFF(Uph) of the variable x2 of membership μ(x2) of a life cycle of a building object
Associated costs: Always
Very important
Vi
About 5
(4, 5, 5, 5)
Derivative costs: Always
Associated costs: Always
Quite important
Qi
About 4
(3, 4, 4, 5)
Derivative costs: Sometimes
Associated costs: Sometimes
Average
Av
About 3
(2, 3, 3, 4)
Derivative costs: Rarely
Associated costs: Rarely
Almost
Ai
About 2
(1, 2, 2, 3)
Derivative costs: Never
insignificant
Associated costs: Never
Insignificant
In
About 1
(1, 1, 1, 2)
Derivative costs: Never
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1.1.2. Inference

The task of the inferential block is to calculate output variable y – impact of identified risk
factor on a given component of the life cycle cost of a building – marked as IRF(Uph), based
on input degrees of membership. The output variable is a function that is often complex in
shape. Its calculation is done by the inference (also called reasoning process), which must
have defined two basic elements ie. base rules and inference mechanism. The developed base
rules has a conjunctive form. It consists of 25 rules, which are shown in Table 4. Table 5
presents fuzzy interpretation of the linguistic output variable y – IRF(Uph).
Table 4. Rules for the inferential block
Rule No.

If (x1)

And (x2)

Then (y)

Rule No.

If (x1)

And (x2)

Then (y)

1

Vl

In

Definitely not

14

Av

Qi

Rather yes

2

Vl

Ai

Definitely not

15

Av

Vi

Rather yes

3

Vl

Av

Rather not

16

Qh

In

Rather not

4

Vl

Qi

Rather not

17

Qh

Ai

Rather not

5

Vl

Vi

Rather not

18

Qh

Av

Rather yes

6

Ql

In

Definitely not

19

Qh

Qi

Rather yes

7

Ql

Ai

Rather not

20

Qh

Vi

Definitely yes

8

Ql

Av

Rather not

21

Vh

In

Rather not
Rather yes

9

Ql

Qi

Rather not

22

Vh

Ai

10

Ql

Vi

Rather yes

23

Vh

Av

Rather yes

11

Av

In

Rather not

24

Vh

Qi

Definitely yes

25

Vh

Vi

Definitely yes

12

Av

Ai

Rather not

13

Av

Av

Rather yes

Table 5. Fuzzy interpretation of the linguistic output variable y – IRF(Uph)
Ck fuzzy set of linguistic values for IRF(Uph)

Description
of the variable y

Fuzzy evaluation
of membership μ(y)

Definitely yes

Dy

About 1

(0.5, 1, 1, 1)

Rather yes

Ry

About 0.67

(0.33, 0.67, 0.67, 1)

Rather not

Rn

About 0.33

(0, 0.33, 0.33, 0.67)

Definitely not

Dn

About 0

(0, 0, 0, 0.5)

1.1.3. Defuzzification

In order to defuzzificate, the centre of gravity method is proposed. A crisp output value is
derived from formula:
∫ y ⋅μres ( y ) dy
.
(2)
y* =
∫μres ( y ) dy
The crisp output value is used to specify the output conclusion, for which the membership
value in y = y * will be the maximum value.
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1.2. Module II
In the life cycle of a building costs may be incurred and also benefits (profits). The following
two cost analysis cases for which a model has been created should therefore be distinguished:
LCCA, life cycle cost analysis, and WLCA, whole life cycle cost analysis.
The structure of the building life cycle cost estimation module considering the additive
for risk is built on the theory of possibilities and therefore fuzzy sets are used. Fuzzy logic is
integrated in the module with the most common net present worth method (NPW), which is
one of the dynamic methods of analysing the economic effectiveness of a construction investment based on discounted cash flows. The fuzzy NPW method is based on the decomposition
of fuzzy set theorem, which allows to present any fuzzy set A being a part of space X in the
form of the sum (treated in the set sense) of the fuzzy sets created by the α-cross-sections
which are also called as α-level sets. The model assumptions are described in more details
in author’s publication (Plebankiewicz, Zima, & Wieczorek, 2016, 2018).
The method includes the description of parameters only with use of convex and normal fuzzy sets (with a maximum membership level of 1.0) for which membership functions
are continuous intervals. This requirement results mainly from the use of theorem of the
decomposition of fuzzy sets, the Dong-Shah-Wong algorithm and one of the methods of
defuzzification obtained values, called the centre of gravity.
If the parameter such as time, the discount rate, cost or income is not related to the
risk influence, it is modelled as a certain value. In this case a fuzzy number of a singleton
membership function with a membership level equals to 1.0 for the certain value (Figure 2a)
should be adopted for the calculation. If instead, one of the parameters listed above is related
to the impact of risk, it should take the form of an uncertain value shaped as a triangular
fuzzy number or as a membership function, as in Figure 2b (both in case of time and a discount rate parameters), or as in Figure 2c (for costs and incomes).
The calculation of the life cycle cost (LCCi) or the whole life cost (WLCCi) of the i-th
building object variant is carried out on the basis of scheme presented in Figure 3, taking
into account formulas (3) to (9).
The markings used in scheme in Figure 3 mean successively: * the necessity to perform
calculations in the case of the identification of incomes; ** the necessity to perform calculations when the life cycles (periods of use) for alternative solutions of a building object are
different; *** the necessity to perform calculations when it is necessary to estimate the value
of the risk addition.
b)

a)

mA(x)

mA(x)

1

x1

x

0

mA(x)

1

1

0

c)

x1

x2

x

0

x1

x2

x

Figure 2. Forms of fuzzy numbers used in the module for estimating whole life cost of a building object
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ALT. i = 1
T1 = ESLB1

…

ALT. i + 1
Ti+1 = ESLBi+1

Expressing as fuzzy quantities global parameters (

Expressing as fuzzy quantities costs parameters:
,

,

ALT. i = n
Tn = ESLBn

…

,

) and local parameters (

,

)

Expressing as fuzzy quantities incomes parameters:
,

,

*

,

Selecting an α value α ∈ [0; 0.1; …; 1.0]
∀ α ∈ [0; 0.1; …; 1.0]
Calculating of the factors discounting for costs:
,

Calculating of the factors discounting for

,

incomes:

,

,

Calculating of the discounted value of incomes:

Calculating of the discounted value of costs:

Calculating of the discounted value of incomes:

Conversion of fuzzy value

Conversion of fuzzy value

into a crisp value LCCi

*

*

*

*

into a crisp value WLCCi

∀ α ∈ [0; 0.1; …; 1.0]
**
Calculating of the rate of return of capital

Calculating of the annual costs equivalent

Conversion of fuzzy value

Calculating of the discounted value

***

for certain costs
**

**

Calculating of the difference between certain
and uncertain costs
Interpreting the results obtained for the value

***

***

into a crisp value EACi
**
Ranking the variants of solution in accordance
to criterion LCCi or EACi

*
Ranking the variants of solution in accordance
to criterion WLCCi

Figure 3. The calculation of the life cycle cost (LCCi) or the whole life cost (WLCCi)
of the i-th building object variant
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The values of the present worth factors (PWF) and life cycle cost (LCCi) or the whole life
cost (WLCCi) can be calculated according to the following formulas:
–– for annual operating costs and profits:
−Ti 
1 
PWFAC ,i = PWFAI ,i = ⋅  1 − 1 + ri
(3)
 ;
ri 

–– for periodic operating costs (after k-th time tik):

(

PWFNAC ,ik =

(

1 − 1 + ri

)

(1 + r )

tik

i

)

−tik

;

(4)

;

(5)

−1

–– for periodic operating profits (after m-th time tim):
PWFNAI ,im =

(

1 − 1 + ri

(1 + r )
i

)

tim

−tim

−1

–– for withdrawal costs and profits related to the demolition phase after completion of
estimated service life of the building in years (ESLBi):
PWFWDC ,i= PWFWDI ,i=

(1 + r )
i

−Ti

;

(6)

–– for the fuzzy value of life cycle costs LCCi = LCNPWiC:
LCNPWiC =
Cin,i + PWFAC ,i ⋅

nAC ,i

∑

CopA,ij +

nNAC ,i

∑ CopNA,ik ⋅ PWFNAC,ik +

k 1
=j 1 =

PWFWDC ,i ⋅ Cwd ,i ;

(7)

–– for the fuzzy value of life cycle incomes ILCCi:
ILCCi =PWFAI ,i ⋅

nAI ,i

∑

I opA,il +

nNAI ,i

∑ IopNA,im ⋅ PWFNAI ,im + PWFWDI ,i ⋅ Iwd,i ;

(8)

=l 1 =
m 1

–– for the fuzzy value of whole life cost WLCCi = LCNPWiI:
I
LCNPW
=
ILCCi − LCNPWiC .
i

(9)

2. Example calculation
The model of estimating the total life cycle cost of a building, taking into account the risk
addition, will be presented on the example of an office building. For the sake of simplicity,
the assumption is that the investor will be the user of the facility, so only costs incurred in
the life cycle are taken into account, excluding the potential gains.
Preliminary estimates indicate that the initial costs associated with planning, preparation
and construction of the facility, assuming the investor’s requirements for location, technology,
conditions of use, etc., will be 6,200,000 PLN. The investor assumes the property’s useful life
for 40 years. For the assumed assumptions, the operating costs incurred in subsequent years
of use were also estimated.
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These assumptions were adopted as a baseline scenario. The investor, however, wants to
consider the risk involved in the incurred costs and to learn about their influence on the
final cost.
The first step is to identify the risk factors and assess their impact on life cycle cost. The
factors under consideration include, among others:
1) Wrongly estimated ground conditions;
2) The use of finishing materials with worse parameters than the ones planned.
For these two exemplary factors, calculations will be made according to module I of the
model.

2.1. Wrongly estimated ground conditions
The investor has detailed geological and engineering documentation, as well as information
on the course of existing networks and the utilities; therefore, it should be recognized that
he/she has a good recognition of ground conditions. The probability of the occurrence of
an undesirable event PR(Uph), which is “Wrongly Recognized Ground Condition”, can be
described as “quite low”. According to table 2: PR(Uph) = 0.30.
Wrongly estimated ground conditions belong to one of the most frequent reasons for
the changes in the planned amount of earthworks. Ground conditions that have been badly
estimated may result in the need for land replacement, land drainage or applying a nonplanned technology, which often entails significant cost increases. The effects of mistakenly
recognized ground conditions are particularly acute in the case of basement buildings. The
analysed case deals with a building without a basement which, in consequence, allows to
evaluate the effect of the occurrence of an undesirable event EFF(Uph) as at least “quite
important”. According to Table 3: EFF(Uph) = 4.43 (the impact determined as an arithmetic
mean from the opinion of the 21 experts evaluating the effect of this risk factor in the context
of its impact on costs – own survey).
The score, or function value IRF(Uph) = 0.481 (using the Mamdani’s min and max implication and aggregation rules, and defuzzificating with the use of the centre of gravity
method). The final result is formulated in the conclusion “Rather not”, which in turn allows
the investor to decide not to take into account the risk factor “Wrongly estimated ground
conditions” in the calculations.

2.2. The use of finishing materials with worse parameters than the ones designed
The expenditure related to the implementation of the object is a significant financial burden
for the investor. In the budget, the investor first draws attention to the costs associated with
the construction of the building, without attaching much importance to the estimation of
the cost of finishing works. The investor is aware that due to the use of the building and
general conditions, the calculation of the cost of finishing works may be less precise. The
implementation of finishing works at the end of the investment cycle, a limited budget and
a large selection of finishing materials may result in the investor choosing to use cheaper
and less expensive finishing materials than originally planned. The occurrence of the undesirable event PR(Uph) which is “Use of finishing materials with worse parameters than the
ones designed” can be described as “quite high”. In accordance with Table 2: PR(Uph)= 0.70.
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The costs of finishing works may amount to several dozen presents of the cost of the
entire building. The use of materials with poorer performance than the ones designed may
result in poor durability of the finishing materials, which, in turn, results in more frequent
repairs and replacement. The evaluation of the effect of an adverse event EFF(Uph) was defined as at least “quite important”. Table 3 shows EFF(Uph) = 4.25 (the impact determined
as an arithmetic mean from the opinion of the 21 experts evaluating the effect of this risk
factor in the context of its impact on costs – own survey).
The result, i.e. the value of the function IRF(Uph) = 0.678 (using Mamdani’s min and max
aggregation and aggregation rules and defuzzificating by centre of gravity). The final result
is interpreter as the conclusion: “Rather yes”, which in turn allows the investor to decide to
take into account the risk factor “Wrongly estimated ground conditions” in the calculations.
The costs for the analysed building are specified for three variants. The reason for this
is to take into account the impact on life cycle cost identified and assessed risk factor: “The
use of finishing materials with worse parameters than the ones designed”. Two types of reaction to the risk are proposed: “Risk allocation in initial investment costs” – more expensive
replacement solutions at the stage of object implementation and “Transfer of risk to the
operation phase” – more expensive replacement solutions at the repair stage.
The authors assume that it is very likely that market changes will occur in the future (that
is during the operation of the object), as a result of which the risk of changing the discount
rate is also included in the life cycle cost analysis, modelling it in the form of a range of
achievable values. Detailed data is provided in Table 6. In the example, the withdrawal costs
are not analysed because no demolition and/or resale are planned. No revenue is considered
either. Thus life cycle cost are compared, not the whole life costs.
Table 7 lists the values of
 input parameters modelled by the triangular membership functions for the baseline scenario 0 and scenarios 1 and 2 in the selected α cross section of α =
0.5.
Table 8 shows the output values calculated

for all scenarios in the selected α cross section of α = 0.5.
Figures 3 and 4 represent the output membership functions for the cost comparison
criteria and the cost additive for risk DRLCC ,i respectively, for the analysed variants of the
implementation of a construction object.
The Figure 4 shows, that the best solution for the planned investment is the implementation of baseline scenario 0. That scenario generates the lowest value of the life cycle cost
(7,584,000 PLN). However, in that scenario only the addition relating to financial risk was
accounted for.
In the case of scenarios 1 and 2 the addition for both types of risk (financial and technological) are included. The best solution in this situation for the construction investment
would be the implementation of scenario 2 – this assumes the transfer of technological risk
to the maintenance stage and bearing higher costs for the general renovation of the building object after the thirtieth year of its use. Another reason for this solution is the fact that
the difference between acute output values of additions for risk in scenarios 0 and 2 of the
building life cycle is merely 22,800 PLN.
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Table 6. Data for the life cycle cost analysis
Baseline scenario i = 0

Scenario i = 1

Scenario i = 2

The type
of reaction
to risk

Lack of reaction to risk
(allowing a solution
from the original design
concept)

Allocation of risk
in initial costs (a more
expensive exchangeable
solution applied at the
stage of object

Transfer of risk to the
maintenance stage (a more
expensive exchangeable
solution applied at the stage
of general renovation)

Life cycle Ti

40 years

40 years

40 years

Parameters

Discount rate ri

from 6 to 10%
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.b)

from 6 to 10%
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.b)

Initial costs Cin,i

6,200,000 PLN

max. 6,400,000 PLN
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.c)

Periodic operating
costs CopNA,ik

Annual operating
costs CopA,ij

from 6 to 10%
triangle membership
function, Figure 2.b)
6,200,000 PLN

98,000 PLN

98,000 PLN

98,000 PLN

after
10th year:

240,000 PLN

240,000 PLN

max. 288,000 PLN
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.c)

after 20th
year:

240,000 PLN

240,000 PLN

max. 288,000 PLN
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.c)

after 30th
year:

240,000 PLN

240,000 PLN

max. 288,000 PLN
(triangle membership
function, Figure 2.c)

Table 7. Values of selected input parameters in section α = 0.5
Baseline scenario i = 0
Parameters

Scenario i = 1

Scenario i = 2

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
(left edge) (right edge) (left edge) (right edge) (left edge) (right edge)

Discount
rate ri

[%]

7

9

7

9

7

9

Initial
costs Cin,i

[PLN]

6,200,000

6,200,000

6,300,000

6,400,000

6,200,000

6,200,000

240,000

240,000

240,000

240,000

264,000

288,000

Periodic
operating
costs ConNA,i10, [PLN]
ConNA,i20,
CopNA,i30

Table 8. Values calculated in the section α = 0.5
Values
calculated

Baseline scenario i = 0

Scenario i = 1

Scenario i = 2

0.5
(left edge)

0.5
(right edge)

0.5
(left edge)

0.5
(right edge)

0.5
(left edge)

0.5
(right edge)

LCCi [PLN]

7,416,512

7,722,060

7,616,512

7,822,060

7,448,971

7,743,615

DRLCC,i [PLN]

not
applicable

not
applicable

–105,548

405,548

–273,089

327,103
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Figure 4. Output membership functions for the criterion LCCi
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Figure 5. Output membership functions for the criterion DRLCC ,i

It is interesting, that the resulting fuzzy distributions for the addition of risk (Figure 5)
indicate that during the life cycle of the building (with a reasonably large probability for
scenario 2), there may occur such circumstances, which due to the existing risk, will not
constitute a loss for the investor, but will generate a profit (when ΔRLCC,i < 0).

3. A model verification
Because both modules of model (module I evaluating the impact of identified risk factors
on the individual element of life cycle cost, and module II allowing to assess life cycle cost
including the risk factors selected in module I) can work independently, the authors present
the ways for their verification separately.

3.1. Module I
In order to defuzzificate, this operation aims to determine one crisp value y* which will adequately represent the output fuzzy set.
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In fuzzy reasoning (according to Mamdani’s approach) the final result can be formed in
a number of ways. Commonly used defuzzification methods are: first of maxima method,
middle of maxima method, last of maxima method, centre of gravity method, bisector area
method, weighted average method, height method, centre of sums method and centre of largest area method. In the author’s publication (Wieczorek, 2018) the possibilities of applying
particular defuzzification methods in module I were described in detail.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate two example planes of solutions that were obtained using the
smallest of maxima method and centre of gravity method.
The main assumption of designing the rule base process was that with the increase of
the probability and the effect of occurrence of a unwanted phenomenon, the impact of the
identified risk factor on the size of the corresponding component of the life cycle cost of the
building is to grow in a gentle (non-stop) manner. Therefore the centre of gravity method was
finally proposed in module I evaluating the impact of identified risk factors on the individual
element of life cycle cost as a right defuzzification method.

EFF(Uph)

PR(Uph)

Figure 6. Surface solutions – smallest of maxima method

EFF(Uph)

PR(Uph)

Figure 7. Surface solutions – centre of gravity method
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3.2. Module II
The ISO 15686-5:2008 standard (International Organization for Standardization, 2008) draws
attention in “Annex D” to the need to make sensitivity study in each case of calculating the
life cycle cost LCC (or whole life cost WLC) of buildings.
Sensitivity study calculates how changes in particular assumptions (regarding to the costs,
time or discount rate) would affect the values of LCC (or WLC) of buildings. Annex D of ISO
15686-5:2008 standard suggests providing an LCC sensitivity analysis, e.g. at various discount
rates and the impact of changes in investment or operating costs by +10% and –10%.
The authors prepared the sensitivity analysis of the module II in accordance with the ISO
15686-5:2008 standard guidelines. For the baseline scenario 0, the impact of changing the
discount rate from –1% to + 1% on the LCC result was checked. For the scenario 1 (allocation of risk in initial costs), the value of initial costs (Cin,1 = max. 6,400,000 PLN) by +10%
and –10% was changed. For the scenario 2 (transfer of risk to the maintenance stage), the
value of periodic operating costs after 10th, 20th and 30th year (CopNA,210 = CopNA,220 =
CopNA,230 = max. 288,000 PLN) by +10% and –10% was also changed.
The results of sensitivity study are presented in Table 9.
In the case of scenario 0 in which the discount rate was changed from 5 to 9% and from
7 to 11%, the LCC values 7,758,900 PLN and 7,439,300 PLN respectively were obtained.
These were respectively 2.31% higher and 1.91% lower LCC values than LCC at the basic
discount rate from 6 to 10% (7,584,000 PLN) for the calculation example. For the scenario 1
in which the investment costs was changed from max. 5,760,000 PLN to max. 7,040,000 PLN,
the LCC values 7,083,800 PLN and 8,350,400 PLN respectively were obtained. These were
respectively 8.21% lower and 8.21% higher LCC values than LCC at the basic investment
costs (7,717,100 PLN). For the scenario 2 in which the periodic operating costs was changed
Table 9. Results of sensitivity study for the LCCi values in the section α = 0.5
Baseline scenario i = 0
Assumptions changed

Scenario i = 1

Scenario i = 2

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
(left edge) (right edge) (left edge) (right edge) (left edge) (right edge)

Discount rate ri
from 6 to 10 %
from 5 to 9 %
from 7 to 11 %

PLN
7,416,512
7,300,306
7,555,121

PLN
7,722,060
7,555,121
7,925,171

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable

Initial costs Cin,i
max. 6,400,000 PLN
max. 5,760,000 PLN
max. 7,040,000 PLN

not
applicable

not
applicable

PLN
7,616,512
6,976,512
8,256,512

PLN
7,822,060
7,192,060
8,452,060

not
applicable

not
applicable

PLN

PLN

7,448,971
7,429,496
7,468,446

7,743,615
7,719,904
7,767,326

Periodic operating costs
ConNA,i10, ConNA,i20,
CopNA,i30
not
max. 288,000 PLN
applicable
max. 259,200 PLN
max. 316,800 PLN

not
applicable

not
applicable

not
applicable
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from max. 259,200 PLN to max. 316,800 PLN, the LCC values 7,585,200 PLN and 7,628,000
PLN respectively were obtained. These were respectively 0.28% lower and 0.28% higher LCC
values than LCC at the basic periodic operating costs (7,606,600 PLN).
Sensitivity analyses for the addition of risk (DRLCC) was not carried out in this study.

Conclusions
In the paper the author’s proposal of a model for estimating the life cycle cost (and the whole
life cost) of a building that takes into account the risk an original is presented.
The proposed model consists of two basic parts: module I evaluating the influence of
identified risk factors on the individual element of life cycle cost, and module II allowing
to assess life cycle cost including the risk factors selected in module I. The authors did not
limit themselves to creating an outline of the model, a computational algorithm, or a way to
combine the two modules into a whole. The authors proposed a definition of addition for the
risk as a difference expressed in monetary units between the sum of a building life-cycle cost
which involves the impact of risk, and the sum of the building life cycle cost which excludes
risk (Plebankiewicz, Zima, & Wieczorek, 2017).
The authors did their own research to determine the effect of the occurrence of risk
factors identified in each phase of the life cycle of the building. These studies were based on
literature studies and questionnaires. On the basis of literature sources, risk factors were identified and categorised according to the life cycle of the building, their character (category)
and the risk-bearing participants of the construction process. Then experts selected by the
authors assessed (in a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 – insignificant impact, 5 – very significant
impact) the influence of the particular risk factor on the size of the corresponding life cycle
component. The authors believe that the risk research is an important contribution to the
model.
The authors decided to divide the model into two modules in order to emphasize the
importance of risk in cost analysis. The original elements of the model are the previously
mentioned selection and division of risk depending on the LCC analysis stage, and also the
quantifying method of the risk factor that was assessed with module I of the model (resulting from the meaning of the definition of addition for the risk). It seems that an interesting
approach is also the creation of a baseline scenario, to which the remaining scenarios to be
analysed are referred (built on the basis of the type of response to risk).
Regarding the choice of methodology in the context of the construction of module II, the
authors based their calculation algorithm on the theory of possibilities and the fuzzy logic.
This is primarily due to the fact that the risk assessor may not have a sufficient amount of
data to do a statistical analysis which would result in a probabilistic probability distribution.
This ultimately determines, in a subjective way, the value of the parameters adopted for the
efficiency account. It should also be pointed out that there are situations in which the nature
of the uncertainty of the parameters of an economic effect cannot be related to the theory of
probability because it is related to a unique, one-time occurrence.
As it results from the verification process of module II, changing the value of the discount
rate from -1% to +1% has a very small impact on the received LCC values (change in the
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LCC values by –1.91% and +2.31%). The same applies to changes in the value of periodic
operating costs from –10% to +10% (change in the LCC values by ±0.28%). The change in
investment costs from –10% to +10% caused a change in the LCC values by ±8.21%. This is
due to the fact that the investor incurs the investment costs at the present time (during the
implementation phase), and not later in the operation phase of the building life cycle.
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